WORD FOR 2017

Proverbs 10:22 New King James Version (NKJV)

The blessing of the Lord makes one rich,
And He adds no sorrow with it.

While we are calling this a prophecy for 2017, it should be noted that I believe the Lord speaks more in seasons, rather than our calendar years. It is also important to note that intercession can diminish the severity of some of the words that speak of potential judgment—and, in some cases, may avert the judgement all together (see Genesis 18:17-32; Amos 7:1-6). In any case, all prophecies should be bathed in intercession, both the ones that speak of harvest and blessing, as well as the ones with the admonitions attached to them.

The release of new sound: 2017 will commence a time of a unique and distinct sound being released through the body of Christ and across the earth. Even as it was on the day of Pentecost, in which there was a unique and distinct sound being released that forever changed the course of human history, a similar sound will be released that I desire to determine the future cities, regions and yes even the eternal destiny of nations. The sound will commence as my people come into alignment with the sound of my voice. For this is a unique season in the earth, a time in which I desire to align heaven earth as one and so the earth would be marked with the ways of heaven. I desire the earth to be like heaven! I desire the earth to be like heaven! For indeed my great desire is to pour out my Spirit in the earth in an unprecedented manner so that the ways of heaven would mark the earth and that great joy and delight would come to my people and come to the nations of the earth. For my desire since the beginning of time has always been for humanity to great delight and pleasure and knowing my ways and making my ways known in the earth. The world system has yet to see the full release of my sacred promises for the earth and through my people known as the Church.

A joining together, to release the sounds of worship: The sounds of worship will be used to open doors over cities and eventually nations. All across the earth in this season I am joining together the worshipper, the
psalmist and the musicians as one to release an end time sound. A sound that has never before been heard, the sound that defeats strongholds, principalities and demons. A sound that unlocks people minds from darkness, a sound that brings deliverance, a sound that brings physical healing, a sound that releases the atmosphere of heaven over cities, to bring down the walls between people, a sound that allows a creative atmosphere to be released so my earth is a better place. For there is a divine connection between the sound of heaven being released in cities, regions and nations and the welfare of the environments in which these sounds are released, for the full release of what I desire and what I have promised and what many are praying for can only be unlocked through a divine sound that synchronizes heaven and earth as one and unlocks the earth to be like heaven. I have long desired the earth to be like heaven, so that sound of heaven must come to the earth so that the earth will like heaven and the earth will never be the same. I will mark the earth in 2017 with the sound of heaven and the earth will never be the same again. Position yourself correctly, come to me with your whole being and be defined by voice, delight yourself in me as never before, and you will see the desire of your soul realized …I see this angel the angel has almost like the most beautiful instruments inside of him (worshipping angels), the angel is holding this book and it says sounds of the end times and while it appears there is dust on the book (these are songs unique to nations, cities, and regions, it has been my desire to release these sounds of the songs but they have yet to be accessed and released in this season , in this season I am releasing these songs and sounds

The coming worship and prayer movement: There is a coming release of grace on a worship and prayer movement that has not yet manifested in the body of Christ. A strategic key that I am releasing to my people to bring unprecedented breakthrough and advancement not only for individual corporate communities will be a key of
worship and prayer. For there must be a bringing together of worship leaders, psalmist, and musicians and intercessors so that the sounds of heaven would be released to shape the earth. Yes, I desire the sound of heaven to be released so that it would shape the earth. For there is coming movement that is going to reshape the Church and the earth as such the earth has never seen. It will change how my people hear and see reality. It will thunder in the earth and the cause the earth to shift and it will cause the dry bones to live again and the crooked places to become straight again.

2017 a year of divine encounter A unique, season will commence across the globe for the body of Christ, in 2017 it is door into my presence, it is a door into encounter, it is door into my voice, it is a door into seeing what others my never seen, it is a door into life transformation, Yes I am opening a door (because I am the door) to my people of unprecedented encounter, encounters that would change you forever, encounters, that would change the way you see me, encounters that will change the way you view reality, encounters that would change the way you see yourself, yes I desire to release life changing encounter after encounter that forever would change my people and forever change the face of the Church, there is a coming grace that I desire to release to my people that would be firmly established in a revelation of my beautiful son, when people see my beautiful son they recognize there reason for existing, my people have been created to see me, know me and experience my beauty. In the coming years, there will be waves of grace after grace that will be available to enable my people to see me, know and the know the joy and the pleasure I have always desired to give them through revelation and encounter, 2017 will be a year of unprecedented life changing encounters that will forever change the lives of both individuals and corporate communities across the earth. So come to me with your whole heart, come to abandoned, come as you are in your
struggle (I will free you), come to me even with your misconceptions and you will find the desire of your soul, you
will find your purpose for existing, you will find that you will be continually satisfied. I desire to release to my
people encounters that would define and transform my people forever. Even as Moses face radiated with my
presence because of a life changing encounter, I desire to release to an entire generation life changing encounters
that would forever alter their countenance and change the landscape of the world around them, I see a drawer and
like you would see on a dresser, the drawer is called encounter and God is giving us access to this unique place in
His heart in this season, it is a door of unknown glory, it is a door of unknown power, it is a door of unknown
beauty, I want to stamp my people with my power, presence and wonder as never before

I am opening a door of grace to my people for encounters would be life changing and destiny altering
because it is my deep desire cloth my people with keys of authority to shift climates, cities, regions and even the
destiny of nations. I desire as my grace was upon my servant Daniel who brought transformation and change to
system in which lived through the words and the prophecies that came through His mouth, I desire a company of
people who live in this world system but are not affected by the climate of the world but define the climate of the
world in they live. This is a season of unprecedented grace in the earth in which I desire to define my people by
voice and that as I my voice defines my people I desire my voice through my people to define the world in which
they live. I say to you, this is an unprecedented time for the people of God across the earth, it is time in which I
desire cloth my people with great authority, authority to govern, authority to legislate through the words that are
released through their mouths. Ask of me and I will give you the nation and the uttermost parts of earth as your
inheritance, my people’s vision for the world in which they live has been far below what I intended, did not my son
Jesus declare to you that He would give you the keys to the Kingdom of Heaven, indeed I have given you the keys to the Kingdom of heaven, Keys to transform for the world system and manifest my glory and every realm of society…For indeed I am releasing unprecedented grace upon my people to influence the nations of the earth in all realms of society

_A new breadth being released in the United States:_ Indeed a new breadth of freedom has been released in the United States, new breadth of life and wholeness has moved through the land, it a new breadth the will manifested in the economy, the United States is entering an eight year window of economic prosperity and freedom, breadth of life will be manifested government both federal and state, corruption will be exposed at the highest levels and justice will advance, a breadth of glory will be released across this nation from the east to west (I see a river of fire being released from Maine to Washington DC and when it gets to Washington DC it becomes a clear river of glory, it’s a clear river of glory that moves from Washington DC to Florida) I see a wave of fire that is burning from all over the east and then moves from the east coast across to the United States, the next four years are crucial to the history of the United States the destiny of the United States can turn to great fruitfulness from great barrenness, how my people position themselves in the coming season will determine whether this nation fulfills its ultimate destiny.

For the last number of years the enemy has sought to conquer the United States through strategic divides along racial and economic lines, but I say to a justice movement will burst forth (I see like well of living water being released into this nation, it is a huge wave of refreshing and on which opens peoples’ eyes, even as my grace was upon Martin Luther to shift this nation so too will I put my grace upon many young men and women to bring shift and grace in this nation) it is well of justice, yes the Lord says let justice role in the United States, let justice role, the
oppression of all people be lifted and my desire since the inception of this nation be fulfilled, my people must be on
the forefront of speaking against injustice and oppression, and they must be clearly aligned with heaven and my
voice not the party of the Democrat or Republican, I say to you great, great times of refreshing, transformation, and
change will be released to this nation if my people will align with my voice in this, a visitation of glory will to the
this nation and this nation will never be the same again, desire to establish this nation in its eternal destiny as never
before

This is a strategic time of advancement, transition and purpose in the United States; now is not the time to
grow weary in well-doing, for this is the due season to reap that which they have believed God and interceded for,
shed tears, and even been mocked for believing. This is a time of acceleration, this is a time of fruitfulness, this is a
time in which I desire to make the crooked places straight, this is time of beginning to possess the promise land, for
it has always been my desire since the beginning of time for my people to walk in complete victory and purpose, I
desire my people to advance in great victory and purpose this season, I desire to cloth them with authority to govern
and authority to shape the world in which they live in a way they have not known, I will roar and I am roaring
through my people in this season, revival and reformation history is being written by people in this season, you must
discern in the time in the season in which live, My Kingdom is advancing as never before and will is being
established in the nation of the earth as never before

Strategic Times: In these strategic times in which you live, I am releasing revelation, wisdom,
understanding and wisdom the has been hidden For Such A Time As This, the full manifestation of my glory and my
Kingdom has yet to be released in the earth and I desire. Many believers will come to forefront in nations of the
earth through innovation, arts, and entertainment, they will come to prominence and glorify my name, believers will come to forefront in medicine, and economics to bring life changing ideas and understanding that will reshape the way life is done in the earth. A key strategy that I am releasing to the people of God in this season is to building of Apostolic Centers and mission training centers all across the earth. My leaders will be clothed with unique authority to lead the Church in a new wineskin to contain the outpouring of the Holy Spirit I desire to release in the earth—My leaders must be equip my people to do the work of the ministry, my leaders must be equip my people to be rooted and grounded in destiny, my leaders must teach my people to live a lifestyle of fellowship and intimacy, my people must be taught to stand strong and firm on the word of God, my people must be taught how to live in victory

*Revival and Israel:* This also a time of divine turning in the nations of the earth, a wave of glory and revival is being released to the nation of Israel, multitudes upon multitudes will come sweeping into my Kingdom and many will come to the face of the beautiful one, there will come a time in when prominent rabbis and government leaders will take a bold, public stand for Yeshua, Jesus and declare him to be Lord over all, great, great miracles will be done and my Church will indeed arise in the nation of Israel.

*The nations:* I desire a great well of revival and reformation to be opened in the continent of Europe, I desire to pour our my Spirit as never before, for even I have released new seed of revival and reformation and the land that will bear fruit in the coming months and years, but I implore my people to pray for the continent of Europe, for many have planned great, great evil for the nations of Europe particularly the nation of Germany, but I say to as you stand in the gap for the continent of Europe your prayers will bring confusion, and foiling of the plans of the enemy, the continent of Asia will rise up in this season as I leader in not only economics but also Kingdom
endeavors, even many Asians will come to the North America particularly and help lead the people in Kingdom advancement and revival and reformation, another wave of glory and power will be released will be released in the nation of Brazil, God will once again turn the tide in Brazil economically and bring truth and justice back to the highest levels of government, I will come once again to the nations of Argentina, and Paraguay and my glory will once again visit them, I see a breadth of the glory of God being released to the continent of Australia, Australia will experience a grand visitation of my power and glory as never before and the nations will visit what I will release in Australia, I will visit not only the very large cities and strategic centers in Australia but I will also visit the most remote areas and even come to places that have yet to hear the gospel.